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ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the interrelationship between causal explanation and methodology in a relatively 
young discipline in biology: epigenetics. Based on cases from molecular and ecological epigenetics, I show 
that James Woodward’s interventionist account of causation captures essential features about how epige-
neticists using highly diverse methods, i.e. laboratory experiments and purely observational studies, think 
about causal explanation. I argue that interventionism thus qualifies as a useful unifying explanatory ap-
proach when it comes to cross-methodological research efforts. It can act as a guiding rationale (i) to link 
causal models in molecular biology with statistical models derived from observational data analysis and (ii) 
to identify test-criteria for reciprocal transparent studies in different fields of research, which is a shared is-
sue across the sciences.  
Keywords: causation; explanation; intervention; epigenetics; methodology; observational studies. 
RESUMEN: Este artículo trata de la relación entre explicaciones causales y metodología en una disciplina biológica re-
lativamente joven, la epigenética. Basándome en casos de la epigenética molecular y ecológica, muestro que 
la concepción intervencionista de la causalidad desarrollada por James Woodward capta algunos rasgos 
esenciales del modo en que los epigenetistas conciben la explicación causal usando métodos sumamente di-
versos: e.g., experimentos de laboratorio o estudios observacionales. Defiendo que el intervencionismo es 
útil como aproximación unificadora a la explicación cuando se trata de empresas investigadoras transdisci-
plinares. Puede servir como guía para (i) conectar los modelos causales en biología molecular con los mo-
delos estadísticos derivados del análisis de datos observacionales y (ii) para identificar criterios de prueba 
para estudios recíprocos en diferentes ámbitos de investigación, un problema de interés común en diferen-
tes ciencias. 
Palabras clave: causalidad; explicación; intervención; epigenética; metodología; estudios observacionales. 
 
The right order for experience is first to kindle a light, then with that 
light to show the way, beginning with experience ordered and ar-
ranged, not irregular or erratic, and from that deriving axioms, and 
from the axioms thus established deriving again new experiments.   
–Francis Bacon, 1620 
1. Unifying epigenetics and evolutionary biology 
The past few decades have seen an important expansion of our understanding of in-
heritance and its underlying causal processes as established by genetics and the Mod-
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ern Synthesis. To cope with this development, the time is right to broaden the spec-
trum of philosophical analysis on causation and causal explanation in biology, and to 
focus on disciplines and phenomena responsible for this expansion. Thus epigenetics, 
a relatively young field of research that challenges gene centrism, takes center stage. 
 The notion of epigenetics has radically changed throughout the decades. Today ep-
igenetics basically represents a heterogeneous field that focuses on non-genetic inher-
itance phenomena: “The term ‘epigenetics’ defines all meiotically and mitotically herit-
able changes in gene expression that are not coded in the DNA sequence itself” (Eg-
ger et al. 2004, 457). Epigenetic inheritance thus includes developmentally induced 
highly stable non-genetic cell heredity (Jablonka and Lamb 1995, 2005) and less stable 
transmission between generations of organisms (Jablonka and Raz 2009). Heritable 
epigenetic variation can appear with a degree of autonomy from the DNA-level. Thus 
epigenetics challenges gene centrism and asks for a broader notion of heredity that 
should be taken into consideration for inheritance and evolution. 
 Epigenetic inheritance systems, like chromatin-marking systems (Suzuki and Bird 
2008) or RNA-mediated gene silencing (Siomi and Siomi 2009), are highly sensitive to 
environmental influence. They constitute a second layer of biological information, 
mainly responsible for editing and realising genetic information, by switching genes on 
or off. These mechanisms, important for development, are involved in heredity (infor-
mation transfer) as well1. Because of this dual nature, inducible epigenetic inheritance 
has often been associated with Lamarckian ‘soft inheritance’ or inheritance of acquired 
characteristics (Gissis and Jablonka 2011; Jablonka and Lamb 1995, 2005, 2008; Rich-
ards 2006; Sano 2010). 
 This claim recently has been accompanied by a common call for an ‘Extended Syn-
thesis’ or even ‘post-Darwinian Synthesis’ which includes epigenetics2. Such a theory is 
based on a ‘development first’-view on evolution, which emphasizes the evolutionary 
significance of developmental responsiveness. It has to be supported by a new meth-
odological and explanatory framework that revises traditional disciplinary boundaries, 
especially those between molecular and developmental biology on the one hand and 
evolutionary biology on the other. This framework has yet to be developed. 
 Despite the vast amount of new data and epigenetic heredity models coming from 
manipulative experiments in molecular biology, some critics still claim that the 
transgenerational transfer of epigenetic information does not have an impact on natu-
ral population dynamics and is therefore irrelevant for evolutionary biology. Their ar-
gument relies on the fact that, contrary to genetic variation, body-to-body transfer of 
epigenetic variation shows relatively limited heredity because of unstable states and 
high mutation rates (Hall 1998; Pál and Hurst 2004; Walsh 1996). To face these critics, 
additional research efforts stretching out to ecologically relevant circumstances have 
                                                     
1 In contrast to those molecular biologists investigating the developmental dimension of epigenetic pro-
cesses (e.g., their role in regulation of DNA-expression), (molecular) epigeneticists often focus on ex-
plaining how these processes contribute to (transgenerational) information transfer, i.e. heredity.  
2 See, e.g., Cabej 2008; Gissis and Jablonka 2011; Jablonka and Lamb 2005; Pigliucci 2009; Pigliucci and 
Müller 2010. 
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to be made. Such observational studies are crucial to estimate how stable or invariant 
transgenerational epigenetic effects are in natural populations.  
 It is at this point where epigenetics and evolutionary biology face a major explana-
tory and methodological problem. If epigenetics want to become a discipline involved 
into evolutionary biology, it has to be able to interrelate molecular biologists’ causal 
explanations with statistical explanations of ecologists (Griesemer 2011; Richards et al. 
2010). This problem has to be solved in order to link observational studies in the re-
cently emerging field of ecological and evolutionary epigenetics to causal reasoning in 
experimental (molecular) epigenetics. In the philosophical literature on causation the 
molecular biologists’ view on causal explanation is commonly treated as a mechanistic 
account of explanation (Bechtel and Abrahamsen 2005; Darden 2005; Machamer et al. 
2000; Tabery 2004). According to such an account, explanation is achieved when one 
shows how a phenomenon is produced by a mechanism (statistically relevant correla-
tions alone are considered to be insufficient for a causal explanation). In contrast, 
ecologists (and epidemiologists) develop statistical models to make inferences from 
observational data (Royle and Dorazio 2008; Shipley 2000); until now many ecological 
mechanisms are not well known (Raerinne 2011).  
 I will argue that an essential stepping stone to unite developmental and evolution-
ary biology in general and epigenetic subdisciplines in particular is to establish a unify-
ing way of causal explanation guiding research on joint phenomena. James Wood-
ward’s interventionist account of causation (Woodward 2003) will be presented as a 
good candidate to solve this translation or unification problem in epigenetics. I will 
show (i) that it provides an explanatory framework essential to link explanations in 
ecological observational data analysis to manipulation-based causal explanations in 
molecular biology and (ii) that it has the capacity to identify test-criteria and research 
strategies for reciprocal transparent studies. Thus interventionist explanation can act 
as a rationale guiding causal reasoning in different fields of research. In molecular and 
ecological epigenetics it provides a crucial heuristic tool to coordinate transdiscipli-
nary, cross-methodological investigations on causal relationships. 
2. The interventionist account of causal explanation  
The idea that causal relationships are somehow exploitable for purposes of control 
and manipulation has intuitive appeal. Francis Bacon came up with this idea in his 
Novum Organon (Bacon 1994). According to Bacon, we can only uncover and explain 
the hidden causal structures that nature hides from us by interacting with them (i.e. 
manipulating putative causes). This account of causal explanation has been further de-
veloped in the 20th century by philosophers (Menzies and Price 1993, von Wright 
1971) as well as scientists (Freedman 1997, Holland 1986, Pearl 2000). It is commonly 
called the manipulationist account of causal explanation. The discussion of causal explana-
tion in epigenetics presented below will mainly focus on James Woodward’s interven-
tionist account (Woodward 2003, 2004, 2007; Woodward and Hitchcock 2003)3. The 
                                                     
3 In contrast to the notion of manipulation, Woodward refers to a special kind of manipulation relevant 
to causal explanation. These manipulations are called interventions: Interventions are not based on 
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general applicability of interventionism to causal reasoning in biology has been 
demonstrated by Waters (2007) and Woodward (2001, 2010).  
 According to Woodward, the ‘stability’ of a generalization under a certain kind of 
manipulations, called interventions, on the value of its variables is what matters in sci-
entific explanation. This basic idea of his interventionist account can be described as 
follows: A variable X causes variable Y iff {(i) there is a possible manipulation (intervention) of 
some value of X which will change the value of Y (or the probability distribution of Y) and (ii) this 
relationship would remain stable}.  
 This formula can be summarized under the slogan “invariance under interven-
tions” (Woodward 2003, 250). Type-causal claims, the type of causal level Wood-
ward’s account suits best, relate variables that can take more than one value. In this 
sense, X causes Y, if X can take the values {ingestion of aspirin, no ingestion of aspi-
rin} and Y takes the values {relief from headache does occur, relief from headache 
does not occur} and if interventions on X, i.e. changes in the value of X, are accom-
panied by systematic changes in the value of Y (or the probability distribution of Y). 
Every time we wiggle the X cause, the effect Y will accordingly wiggle.  
 In addition, the following criteria have to be met in order to derive a generalization 
correctly4: Interventions should not change Y via a route that does not go through X. 
Nor should it affect other causes of Y, e.g., an off-path variable, say Z, which is not on 
the pathway X – Y, but connects these variables through another causal pathway. On-
ly those variables that are intermediate causes of Y (if there are any) should be corre-
lated with the intervention. 
 For instance, let us consider an experiment designed to determine whether treat-
ment (variable T that takes one of the two values 1 and 0) with a drug causes recovery 
(R) from a disease by killing (K) a sort of bacterium. To determine the validity of the 
experiment we need to rule out the possibility that there are causes of R that are corre-
lated with an intervention (I) on T, and that affect R independently of the causal 
pathway I→T→K→R. As will be argued below, such an experimental design (i.e. fix-
ing off-path variables by additional manipulations) provides the methodological basis 
for causal reasoning in molecular studies on epigenetic inheritance systems.  
 As condition (ii) above indicates, the test for systematically changing invariant rela-
tionships between variables relies on a counterfactual notion of invariance: “[I]t has to 
do with whether a relationship would remain stable if, perhaps contrary to actual fact, cer-
tain changes or interventions occur” (Woodward 2003, 279; emphasis added). Creat-
ing these hypothetical, counterfactual situations is guided by asking what-if-things-had-
been-different-questions or w-questions, as Woodward calls them. He argues that any suc-
cessful causal explanation ought to be able to answer w-questions by presenting a “hy-
pothetical or counterfactual experiment that shows us that and how manipulation of 
the factors mentioned in the explanation […] would be a way of manipulating or alter-
                                                                                                                                       
any kind of human agency, which is often thought to be necessary for these interventions to be car-
ried out. Thus Woodward’s interventionist account offers a non-reductive account of causal explana-
tion, which has to be distinguished from other reductive manipulationist accounts.  
4 For a more detailed description of these criteria, see Woodward 2003, 94-99. 
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ing the phenomenon explained” (Woodward 2003, 11). Following this explanatory 
approach, scientists derive generalizations from counterfactual situations which would 
be “invariant [i.e. they would hold] under some appropriate set of interventions” 
(Woodward 2003, 15).  
 Giving the experiment described above an interventionist/Woodwardian reading, 
the causal generalization “treatment with the drug causes recovery from a disease by 
killing a sort of bacterium” is invariant under a set or range of interventions that could 
be performed on the cause variable (treatment) to change the value of the effect vari-
able (recovery). Concerning this set of manipulations, his generalization has explanato-
ry power. 
 Recently some philosophers of science have argued that the description of mecha-
nisms (rather than invariant dependencies) adequately accounts for the explanatory 
practice of scientists (Bechtel and Abrahamsen 2005; Darden 2005; Machamer et al. 
2000; Tabery 2004). Usually identifying (components of) mechanisms shows why or 
how something works – such mechanistic explanations are bottom-up explanations de-
scribing the internal causal structure of a phenomenon. Especially in molecular biolo-
gy, this idea to explain by identifying and elucidating mechanisms has been quite pop-
ular5. Does this mechanistic strategy contradict Woodward’s claim that causal explana-
tions uncover patterns of systematic counterfactual dependence? As some have argued 
(Craver 2007; Glennan 2005; Woodward 2002), describing a mechanism of a phe-
nomenon is consistent with the causal-interventionist way of explaining. Intervention-
ist explanations might be considered as rather weak or superficial compared to mech-
anistic ones, because they often lack to convey how (or why) an observed dependency 
relation produces a phenomenon. Thus, mechanistic explanations can be understood 
as a complement to the interventionist strategy in terms of clarifying the internal caus-
al structure underlying a certain systematic dependency relation.  
 Does the interventionist account of causal explanation presented in this section 
suitably describe causal reasoning in experimental and observational epigenetic re-
search? This question will be addressed in the following section.  
3. Epigenetic wiggling in molecular biology: Multifactorial experimentation and artificiality  
If we want to assess the theoretical impact epigenetics could have on the notion of he-
redity as used by neo-Darwinians, the assumed Lamarckian processes underlying 
transgenerational epigenetic effects have to be rendered more precisely. A first step to 
do so is to estimate the degree of sensitivity to environmental influences (i.e. devel-
opmental responsiveness) these systems show, before turning to inheritance phenom-
ena. Manipulating environmental variables and observing corresponding effects in 
(transgenerational) phenotypes is perhaps the easiest way to achieve this goal. Many 
molecular studies on epigenetic mechanisms intervene on environmental variables by 
using pharmacological or toxicological agents (Anway et al. 2005), by giving a particu-
                                                     
5 Paradigmatic examples of mechanisms discussed in philosophy of biology include protein synthesis, cel-
lular metabolism, photosynthesis, as well as synaptic plasticity. For a more comprehensive list, see 
Raerinne 2011. 
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lar nutrition (Vastenhouw et al. 2006) or by exposing organisms to an enriched envi-
ronment, including novel objects and elevated social interactions (Arai 2009) to induce 
certain (heritable) phenotypic effects. These methods take into account the high de-
gree of developmental responsiveness and variability in epigenetic systems. In addi-
tion, genetic and environmental off-path variables have to be controlled for while wiggling 
epigenetic processes to preclude that any genes or environmental factors have causal 
influence on the observed (transgenerational) phenotypic effects. Thus multifactorial 
experimentation, a tool well known from genetics, takes the next level in epigenetics:  
Epigeneticists have to manipulate three different types of variables – epigenetic, envi-
ronmental and genetic ones.  
 But are these manipulations in molecular epigenetics really interventions in the 
sense described by Woodward’s account? And does epigeneticists’ causal reasoning re-
ly on counterfactuals? These two crucial questions will be addressed now by pointing 
to a lab study done by Vastenhouw et al. (2006), which exhibits a commonly used de-
sign in experimental epigenetics. Nadine Vastenhouw and her colleagues investigated 
long-term (i.e. transgenerational) gene silencing in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans 
mediated by a process known as RNA interference (RNAi)6. They used a mutant 
strain with a gene (gfp) expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) under the control 
of a germline-specific promoter; worms which expressed GFP in the germline fluo-
resced green when exposed to ultraviolet illumination. They then fed the animals bac-
teria that express double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) homologous to the gfp-DNA-
sequence. This dsRNA triggered silencing of the gene gfp in the germline and lead to a 
heritable ‘weaker-green phenotype’ with reduced or no GFP expression. By selecting 
for this new phenotype gene silencing could be inherited for at least 80 generations. 
Figure 1 shows two path diagrams of the assumed causal system before and after the 
change in nutrition. 
 This experiment by Vastenhouw and her colleagues can easily be given an inter-
ventionist reading: The causal generalization G “environmentally induced gene silenc-
ing (i.e. epigenetic variation) produces a new phenotype that is heritable over many 
generations of sexual reproduction” is invariant under intervention on the value of the 
environmental (cause) variable to change the value of the transgenerational phenotype. 
                                                     
6 In RNA interference small RNA molecules bind to other specific messenger RNA (mRNA) molecules 
and either increase or decrease their activity (e.g., by mRNA degradation, which prevents mRNA 
from producing a certain protein). In addition, these small molecules can regulate the activity of 
genes directly on the DNA-level (e.g., by inducing DNA methylation). RNAi is involved in directing 
development and defending cells against parasitic genes. For a detailed description of RNAi-mediated 
gene silencing pathways, see Siomi and Siomi 2009.     
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Figure 1: Two path diagrams representing the controlled experiment by Vastenhouw et al. 
(2006) on transgenerational gene silencing in the nematode C. elegans through manipula-
tion of environmental, epigenetic and genetic variables. (A) The hypothetical causal sys-
tem before experimental manipulation; (B) the causal system during (and af-
ter) manipulation. The question mark indicates the relationship under investi-
gation (i.e. inheritance of phenotypically relevant epigenetic variation). Envi-
ronmentwt represents the environment before manipulation, and variable envi-
ronmenti represents changed nutrition only in the parental generation F0. In 
path diagram (A) epigenetic as well as genetic variation is assumed to show 
wild-type values (wt); the transgenerational phenotypewt can be induced by en-
vironmentwt in every generation anew without inheritance. In (B) intervention 
1 (I1; changing nutrition in F0) changes the phenotype of the progeny (to phe-
notypei); causal off-path variables (environment and genetic variation) are con-
trolled for by I1 and I2 (i.e. using genetically identical organisms). 
According to Woodward, this generalization rightfully claims explanatory power, be-
cause the manipulations performed in this experiment show the specific kind of causal 
structure described by the notion of intervention:  
(i) intervention 1 (I1) on the environment variable avoids affecting other (en-
vironmental and genetic) causes of the phenotype – by feeding C. elegans 
bacteria expressing double-stranded-RNA only in the F0 generation the 
new phenotype cannot be induced by the environment in every generation 
anew (without inheritance of genetic or epigenetic variation taking place) 
and by using non-mutagenic substances a change in the genetic material 
can be prevented (see two arrow-breaking events on the pathways ‘envi-
ronment (F0) → environment (F1+n)’ and ‘environment → genetic variation’ in fig-
ure 1B);   
(ii) intervention 2 (I2) on the genetic variation variable represents using a 
strain of genetically identical organisms and selecting for the induced 
transgenerational phenotype (phenotypei) in every generation (starting 
from F1), thus fixing the genetic variation variable to value {wt} (see two 
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arrow-breaking events on the pathways ‘genetic variation → epigenetic variation’ 
and ‘genetic variation → phenotype’ in figure 1B).   
By means of these interventions Vastenhouw et al. (2006) were able to demonstrate 
invariance of causal claim G. G, i.e. the dependency relation between RNAi induced 
epigenetic variation and the new heritable phenotype, remains stable during changes 
upon the inducing event. This is a very interesting dependency relation they were able 
to demonstrate, since it seems to exhibit invariance across the Weismann barrier7. In 
addition, G emphasizes the causal relevance of transgenerational epigenetic inher-
itance for heredity phenomena independently of other causal factors, like genes.   
 However, it remains to be shown that this interventionist view on causation and 
causal explanation underlying this typical methodology in experimental epigenetics is 
accompanied by counterfactual reasoning, i.e. epigeneticists’ seek to answer Wood-
wardian w-questions by proving systematic counterfactual dependencies. In the contempo-
rary literature on epigenetic inheritance w-questions are often not as explicitly formulat-
ed as done by Conrad Hal Waddington, who coined the term ‘epigenetics’ in the late 
1930s:  
Manipulation of the variables in a model, or simulation, is intended to provide answers to the 
critical question, ‘What would happen if …’. (Waddington 1977, 207; emphasis added)  
However, we find several papers in experimental epigenetics containing (hypothe-
sized) counterfactual explanations in the form of “if the value of an environmen-
tal/epigenetic/genetic variable X would be changed, the value of the (transgeneration-
al) phenotype Y would change accordingly”8. These findings indicate that interven-
tions performed in experimental epigenetics are backed up by a counterfactual explan-
atory approach that guides development of experimental design applicable to answer 
Woodwardian w-questions.  
 Thus the interventionist approach to causation suitably describes the way molecu-
lar epigeneticists think about causation and causal explanation. However, these scien-
tists seem not to regard invariant generalizations as explanatorily sufficient, since they 
seek to articulate the mechanisms explaining how an observed dependency relation aris-
es, too. For example, Vastenhouw and her colleagues ask: “Is RNAi the mechanism 
behind the initial silencing?” (Vastenhouw 2006, 882)9. Others hope that including 
characterization of mechanisms underlying dependency relationships will “lead to a 
                                                     
7 According to this general principle, the manipulation on the environmental variable performed by 
Vastenhouw and her colleagues should not be able to trigger epigenetic variation in the germline that 
leads to a new, highly stable transgenerational phenotype. But yet, as the germline-specific promoter 
of the silenced gene gfp and interventions on values of off-path variables ensure, this seems to be pos-
sible. 
8 For examples of counterfactuals in experimental epigenetics, see Anway et al. 2005, esp. 1467; 
Holmquist and Ashley 2006, various pages; Kelly and Aramayo 2007, various pages; Molnar et al. 
2010, esp. 874; Rassoulzadegan et al. 2006, 472-473.  
9 The invariant relationship between induction and transgenerational effect observed in this study does 
not elucidate, if RNAi is the mechanism producing the initiation of gene silencing (see causal arrow 
on the pathway ‘environment → epigenetic variation’ in figure 1) as well as the inheritance or mainte-
nance of silencing (see question mark in figure 1).    
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more complete and better defined [causal] picture” (Rassoulzadegan et al. 2006, 473). 
It is not surprising that in molecular studies on epigenetic inheritance phenomena we 
find such ‘mechanism talk’. But explaining a phenomenon by describing a mechanism 
for that phenomenon is just a second explanatory step for epigeneticists that has to be 
distinguished from interventionist explanation10. As will be demonstrated below, the 
interventionist strategy of causal explanation alone is sufficient to establish (non-
mechanistic) causal explanations precisely enough to develop new methodologies and 
to guide further research – even across disciplinary boundaries – on (the mechanisms 
of) the phenomenon under study. However, this special heuristic role of Woodwardi-
an explanations does not render mechanistic explanation redundant in epigenetics.      
 The experimental study discussed above shows why multifactorial manipulation on 
different levels (environmental, epigenetic and genetic) is a necessary methodological 
tool in order to correctly prove invariance under intervention in molecular epigenetics. 
These lab-documented invariance states provide valuable insight into causal relation-
ships within a certain set of variables. However, the relevant question addressed here 
is whether these dependency relations in artificial epigenetic systems occur under nat-
ural conditions as well11. 
 The loss of similarity between natural and artificial epigenetic systems in epigenet-
ics is addressed by critics who claim that epigenetic variation likely has no impact on 
natural populations (e.g., Pál and Hurst 2004). This critique heavily relies on the argu-
ment that molecular epigeneticists use invalid counterfactuals, or rather that they use 
generalizations holding solely in counterfactual situations. They do not assume that 
such counterfactuals are too vague to lead to an appropriate experimental design 
(since they are in fact able to do so), nor do they claim that generalizations on causal 
relationships in epigenetics are not invariant in the sense described by Woodward12. In 
fact, it is argued that the artificial situations going along with epigenetic causal reason-
ing are not counterfactual in nature, because there is no real-world counterpart for 
them. 
                                                     
10 For reasons of space it cannot be discussed here, what it means in detail for epigeneticists to explain by 
articulating mechanisms, e.g., if epigeneticists’ mechanistic explanations are consistent with interven-
tionist definitions of (representations of) mechanisms (see Craver 2007; Glennan 2005; Woodward 
2002).  
11 It should be mentioned that this distinction between artificial and natural epigenetic systems is not a 
clear-cut one. In biology artificiality comes in degrees – it appears in field studies as well (e.g., by 
choosing a suitable population or ecosystem). Here ‘artificial conditions’ refers to research practices 
based on physical manipulation. 
12 As the case of Vastenhouw et al. 2006 demonstrates in an exemplary manner, causal explanation in ex-
perimental epigenetic studies focuses on Woodward’s notion of invariance rather than on the notion 
of stability, advocated by Sandra Mitchell (e.g., Mitchell 2000). According to Mitchell, a generalization 
is called stable if it holds in many possible background conditions. Testing stability is rarely used in epi-
genetics (an exception is Jablonka and Raz 2009 – this survey should give proof that a certain epige-
netic dependency relation can be found in a variety of species). For a discussion on the relevance of 
Woodward’s notion of invariance and Mitchell’s notion of stability in biological causal reasoning, see 
Woodward 2010.  
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 To illustrate this crucial problem, let’s have a look at another experimental study 
on RNA interference: Rassoulzadegan et al. (2006) showed that the injection of small 
RNAs into fertilized eggs causes a heritable epigenetic modification (paramutation) in 
male mice, which results in white tail-tips and paws. However, they had to admit: 
“The initial event inducing paramutation is not known” (Rassoulzadegan et al. 2006, 473; 
emphasis added). There is no ‘real environment’-value known that the inducing cause 
variable could take.  
 However, some phenotypes caused by natural (heritable) epigenetic variation are 
already known (Bossdorf et al. 2008), but identifying relevant causal relationships be-
tween epigenetic variation and environmental or genetic variables remains tricky in the 
absence of experimental analysis13. Without manipulative tools available, distinguish-
ing a stable epigenetically caused phenotype from a genetically caused one is nearly 
impossible. Thus still most of the (heritable) variation in epigenetic systems known is 
brought about in the lab under artificial situations.  
 To gain knowledge of real-world causal processes underlying natural epigenetic 
variation (i.e. the naturally operating counterparts of artificial conditions in the lab) 
and to estimate the evolutionary relevance of epigenetic inheritance, it is important 
that the population or ecological level is made assessable to causal reasoning, too. This 
goes along with the problem mentioned earlier of linking causal (molecular) models 
based on counterfactual reasoning and multifactorial manipulation with quantitative 
(i.e. statistical) models derived from observational data analysis. I will outline a solu-
tion to this ‘translation problem’ below. 
4. Getting out of the lab: Observational studies and the solution to the ‘translation problem’ 
How frequently are epigenetic variants environmentally induced and how often are 
they transmitted between generations? What impact does this transmission have on 
natural population dynamics? To answer these essential evolutionary questions, the 
subfield of population or ecological epigenetics has recently emerged. It includes dif-
ferent lab and field study techniques, like studies conducted under controlled condi-
tions (e.g., greenhouse studies; see Bossdorf et al. 2008; Johannes et al. 2008) and 
purely observational studies on natural populations (Herrera and Bazaga 2011). Only 
the last-mentioned account, also known as ‘natural experiment’ (Diamond 1986), ad-
dresses this question fully, since it is the only one avoiding manipulation of the popu-
lation under study. In contrast to epigeneticists working in the lab, ecologists perform-
ing natural experiments use non-experimental methods, like regression equations, to in-
fer causation from statistical relevance. 
 This methodological distinction leads us to the essential questions: Do ecology ep-
igeneticists infer causation from correlation patterns in observational data on natural 
populations by means of the molecular epigeneticists’ view of causal explanation, i.e. 
                                                     
13 As Vastenhouw and her colleagues showed, such an experimental analysis does not necessitate articu-
lating molecular mechanisms in order to conclude whether an induced phenotypic effect is caused by 
a genetic or an epigenetic modification – demonstrating invariance under intervention is sufficient to 
do so.  
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the interventionist account? Does interventionism provide epigenetics with reliable 
criteria to develop methodological strategies that enable these scientists to translate 
causal molecular models into statistical models and vice versa? I will argue that the an-
swer to both questions is “yes”. 
 At first sight this might look strange, simply because we are not able to manipulate 
purely observational data. This is well known at least since Robert Lucas (1976) ar-
gued that performing interventions (e.g., policy making) on a system under study al-
ways disturbs the stability of this systems. If we nevertheless claim that in observa-
tional studies it is useful to think about causation as being potentially exploitable for 
purposes of manipulation, it is therefore necessary to present a notion of invariance 
under intervention that: 
(i) accounts for statistical methods used in the relevant (sub)discipline, 
(ii) is a counterfactually defined notion in the sense described above and 
(iii) is backed up by ‘context information’ that tells us in which observational 
studies 
(iv) the interventionist rationale should be chosen over non-manipulative, 
non-counterfactual ways of causal explanation.  
Recently Federica Russo (Russo 2011, 2012; Russo et al. 2011), focusing on structural 
equation modeling techniques in observational studies in the social sciences, argued 
against condition (i), that Woodwardian invariant generalizations are not central to 
causal inference in observational contexts, since testing the condition of invariance 
does not take manipulation as methodologically fundamental: 
Rather than manipulation, the basic idea or rationale underpinning causal analysis [in observa-
tional and in experimental contexts] is that some form of joint variation between variables of in-
terest has to be evaluated. (Russo et al. 2011, 52; emphasis in original)  
According to Russo, the notion of (co-)variation of variables acts as a precondition to 
the notion of manipulation and not vice versa. Therefore in non-experimental con-
texts the first question to be asked is whether a data set reveals meaningful co-
variation between putative cause and effect variables. Subsequently, scientists can use 
further tests, like the one for invariance, to determine whether the observed co-
variation is in fact causal14.  
 Against condition (ii), Russo argues that even if statistical techniques which ma-
nipulate values of variables in a data set are used in observational studies to determine 
whether associations are causal, such invariance-tests are not counterfactual ones: We 
do not test whether generalizations would remain stable if we were to intervene, but ra-
ther whether they are in fact stable across subpopulations or different partitions of the 
                                                     
14 For a thorough discussion of Russo’s rationale of variation, see Russo 2009. Russo claims that this ra-
tionale is central to experimental contexts as well: “[V]ariation not only guides causal reasoning in ob-
servational settings, but does so also in experimental ones” (Russo 2012, 136; emphasis added). This 
claim is questionable at least for disciplines like epigenetics, where most of the (co-)variation known 
is brought about in the lab by manipulation in the first place. 
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data set (Russo 2011, 2012). Thus, according to Russo, it is rather a non-counterfactual 
concept of invariance that establishes causal reasoning in observational contexts15. 
 To argue in favour of condition (i) to (iii), I will point to what may be the first truly 
ecological epigenetics study – a natural experiment done by community ecologists 
Herrera and Bazaga (2011) – and especially to the way interventionist reasoning is 
linked to statisticians’ modeling techniques in this case. Two modeling tools essential 
for observational studies will be addressed here: statistical conditioning and specifica-
tion of structural models16.  
 Statistical conditioning implies, simply put, observing a population over a long pe-
riod of time and then statistically controlling for a certain variable on paper without 
any physical changes in the field population. Thus we separate the data into groups 
that are homogenous with respect to the controlled variable, e.g., by controlling for 
potentially confounding variables.  
 Structural equation modeling (SEM) is a multivariate statistical analysis method of-
ten used in quantitative population research in ecology or evolutionary biology 
(Pugesek et al. 2003; Shipley 2000). SEM models allow translating a set of hypothe-
sized causal relationships between variables into a model concerning patterns of statis-
tical dependencies. It offers methods for modeling complex systems with many as-
sumed causal relationships between latent (not directly observed) variables. As in re-
gression dependent variables in structural equations regress on independent variables, 
meaning that the dependent variables are being predicted by the independent ones.  
 Testing a proposed theoretical model against empirical data is known as the con-
firmatory aspect of SEM. If a model is difficult to fit on the data (e.g., because theory is 
vague) and repeated model modification is necessary, SEM enters into the explanatory 
mode, generally referred to as ‘specification search’ (Leamer 1978). It is this explana-
tory mode that matters most for SEM in ecological epigenetics, since the epigenetic 
theory of natural transgenerational inheritance is young and likely necessitates modifi-
cation17.  
 Carlos Herrera and Pilar Bazaga (2011) observed that epigenetic variation in a wild 
population of the southern Spanish plant Viola cazorlensis, a long-lived non-model or-
ganism, is significantly correlated with long-term (i.e. two decades) differences in her-
bivory (i.e. magnitude of browsing damage), but only weakly with herbivory-related 
DNA sequence variation (for correlation pattern, see figure 2A)18. This study com-
                                                     
15 For a detailed discussion of Russo’s concept of causal explanation in the social sciences, see Mateiescu 
2012. 
16 I will focus on manipulative methods of building and modifying structural equation models rather than 
on ‘interventionist’ structural model testing, since there is already a vast literature on this subject (see, 
e.g., Freedman 1997; Pearl 2000; Woodward 2003; Tanaka et al. 2011).  
17 This is the case, because “[u]ntil a few years ago, epigenetics was a field of research that had nothing to 
do with ecology and that virtually no ecologist had ever heard of” (Bossdorf and Zhang 2011, 1572).  
18 The epigenetic variation in this species refers to multilocus differences in DNA-methylation patterns 
among individuals measured by using methylation-sensitive molecular markers; DNA sequence varia-
tion refers to multilocus genetic differences among individuals exclusively in those loci known to be 
significantly related to herbivory. For a review on this study, see Bossdorf and Zhang 2011. 
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bines two types of natural experiments in community ecology (see Diamond 1986): (i) 
a natural trajectory experiment – collecting herbivory data of a 20-year long series of 
annual herbivory for each of the plants in the same population; (ii) a natural snapshot 
experiment – observing a final steady state of the community under study (i.e. com-
paring information on genetic and epigenetic characteristics of the plants after 20 years 
and differences in substrate type and long-term herbivore). 
 From the correlation pattern (depicted in figure 2A) they derived the final causal 
thesis that natural epigenetic variation is likely to be, in addition to genetic and envi-
ronmental variables, an (at least partly) independent cause, which influences interac-
tions between plants and herbivores (i.e. herbivory damage) in the field. But what kind 
of causal reasoning supports this derivation? 
 The amount of empirical data and reliable theoretical models usable as a starting 
point for this ecological study was very low, since “[n]ext to nothing is known […] on 
the magnitude and ecological correlates of epigenetic variation of non-model organ-
isms in natural environments“ (Herrera and Bazaga 2011, 1676). Therefore they used a 
combination of different model modification techniques to build a structural equation 
model that increasingly fits the observed data:  
 First they applied a method of ‘statistical manipulation’, referred to as statistical 
conditioning above, to build a causal model. Therefore they intervened on a part of 
the assumed causal structure by changing the environmental substrate type variable to 
a certain non-actual value {i}. The substrate type variable correlates with the measured 
association between the variable of special interest (i.e. epigenetic variation and her-
bivory damage). It takes the values {rock, cliffs, sandy soil} among individuals in the 
population under study. Statistically holding this variable fixed at value {i} helps to 
stabilize the total effect on the potential output variable (herbivory damage)19. Figure 
2B shows a path diagram of the causal system after statistical manipulation. 
 In a second methodological step, directly leading from statistical conditioning, 
Herrera and Bazaga (2011) designed a competing model situation that includes four al-
ternative, most likely causal models varying in the fit to the data. These models corre-
spond to different theoretical positions on the potential causal role of epigenetic varia-
tion. This model specification procedure makes concessions to the fact that the theory 
of natural epigenetic inheritance is relatively vague, i.e. backed up by very little empiri-
cal data. Therefore they changed the causal relationships between variables in the 
model in various ways (linking the variables through different causal routes). Each 
time the model was re-evaluated using standard goodness of fit statistics. By this mod-
ification procedure they were able to rule out a couple of non-fitting, hypothesised 
causal models. 
                                                     
19 For a mathematical optimization procedure to intervention effects that reduce the variances of the out-
put variable in SEM, see Tanaka et al. 2011.  
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Figure 2:  A simplified path diagram representing the correlation pattern observed by Herre-
ra and Bazaga (2011) in a wild population of V. cazorlensis before and after statistical 
manipulation on an environmental variable. (A) The causal system before manipula-
tion; (B) the causal system after manipulation (i.e. statistical populationi). The 
question mark indicates the assumed causal relationship epigeneticists are pri-
marily interested in. In diagram (B) an intervention (I) changes the value of 
the substrate type variable, holding it fixed at value {i} (depicted as three ar-
row-breaking events). Substrate type variable does not change in value in pop-
ulationi.  
But unfortunately, in the end, there were two different models left over with equally 
good fit to the data. These two models are represented together in one path diagram 
in figure 3.  
 
Figure 3: A simplified path diagram representing the two best fitting causal models of Her-
rera and Bazaga (2011). The question mark indicates a nonrecursive (bidirec-
tional) relation that clarifies the difference between the two causal models 
(each contains one of the recursive (unidirectional) relationships ‘epigenetic vari-
ation → herbivory damage’ and ‘herbivory damage → epigenetic variation’). Both causal 
models (i.e. the bidirectional relation) could in fact be correct. Path coefficient 
0.09 indicates a relatively weak causal influence (only 9% of relevant epigenet-
ic variation explained by herbivory-related genetic variation); path coefficient 
0.44 (44% of herbivory damage explained by herbivory-related genetic varia-
tion). 
Are these model building and model specification procedures used by Herrera and 
Bazaga (2011) guided by an interventionist view on causal explanation similar to the 
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one we find in experimental epigenetics? The method of statistical manipulation, i.e. 
changing the substrate type variable to a certain non-actual value, initially used in this 
ecological epigenetics study, can easily be understood as being governed by Wood-
wardian w-questions like “What would happen if the plants would not live on their natu-
ral substrate type (e.g., rocks)?“, which help to create a counterfactual, artificial popu-
lation (populationi, depicted in figure 2B) where the value of this environmental varia-
ble does not change naturally20:  
Because we were interested in the herbivory-genetic-epigenetic causal structure after controlling 
for ecological, substrate-related effects, the residuals after controlling for the average effect of sub-
strate on herbivory were used […] rather than the raw herbivory data. (Herrera and Bazaga 2011, 
1679; emphasis added)  
This counterfactual populationi (plants living in an environment which does not inter-
act with them through substrate types) is compared with the natural population to see 
whether the observed relationship between epigenetic (and genetic) and herbivory var-
iation would remain stable or invariant. This procedure is closely linked to Wood-
ward’s concept of ‘weak invariance’ (Woodward 2003, chapter 6.15 and 7.8). Referring 
to observational data, i.e. an epidemiological study on the causal relationship between 
smoking and lung cancer done by Cornfield et al. (1959), the notion of weak invari-
ance means, simply put, that the generalization “smoking causes lung cancer” would 
remain stable across different partitions of the data set (e.g., across groups of people 
with different genetic backgrounds or socioeconomic conditions). These subpopula-
tions of the data set are brought about by controlling for potentially confounding vari-
ables. Recently Russo (2011, 2012) argued that this notion of weak invariance, essen-
tial for SEM in observational studies, is not the standard-Woodwardian notion of coun-
terfactual invariance, but rather a kind of factual invariance (dealing just with observed, 
‘real-world’ data). But, in fact, it is a counterfactual one: As shown above, testing 
(weak) invariance means testing whether the generalization “epigenetic variation caus-
es difference in herbivory damage” would remain stable, if we were to bring about a 
certain counterfactual situation by controlling for the substrate type variable. It is this no-
tion of counterfactual invariance that is crucial both for Woodward’s account on caus-
al inference in SEM (Woodward 2003, chapter 7.2) and for SEM model building tech-
niques in ecological epigenetics, where testing for weak invariance provides infor-
mation about which variables should be included or excluded from a causal model. 
However, like in molecular epigenetics ecological epigeneticists seem not to regard in-
variant generalizations as explanatory sufficient, since they seek to articulate the mech-
anisms underlying a dependency relation as well (see Herrera and Bazaga 2011, 
1685)21.  
 As the bidirectional relationship in figure 3 correctly indicates, the manipulative 
model building and modification procedures used in this study carry with them a cer-
                                                     
20 The notion of population in this case in fact refers to a statistical population, but I understand it as be-
ing closely linked to the general notion of (natural) population by biologists. For counterfactuals in 
this paper, see, e.g., Herrera and Bazaga 2011, 1863, 1865.    
21 On the connection between mechanistic and causal-interventionist explanations in ecology, see Pâslaru 
2009; Raerinne 2011.  
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tain coarse-grainedness or fuzziness, since the correct causal relationship between epi-
genetic variation and ecologically relevant traits must remain to some degree unclear. 
This is likely to be a general problem ecological epigenetics has to deal with in future 
natural snapshot experiments. In ‘snapshot’ data sets phenotypes measured in the field 
at a particular time reflect both heritable variation as well as environmentally induced 
phenotypic plasticity (i.e. less stable and reversible variation)22. For this reason it is dif-
ficult to decide between alternative models trying to explain the process leading to 
adaptive heritable epigenetic variation.  
 Does this mean that proving weak invariance of the association ‘epigenetic varia-
tion – herbivory damage’ does not causally explain at all, since it offers no more in-
formation than the measured correlation of these variables? From the perspective of 
Herrera and Bazaga (2011), already before the model modification procedure was 
started all four models introduced offer causal explanations: They “parsimoniously ex-
plain the observed associations between herbivory, genotype and epigenotype” (Herre-
ra and Bazaga 2011, 1682; emphasis added). Do these ecologists simply forget that 
correlations by themselves are not explanatory? I claim that the dependency relation 
under study (see question mark in figure 3) in fact causally explains, although in a 
weak or superficial sense, because there is a statistical intervention during which this 
special association remains invariant. Such a manipulation specifies the causal struc-
ture underlying the observed association and supplies auxiliary causal evidence23: It offers 
knowledge of whether certain causal factors (e.g., habitat parameters) are causally rele-
vant for the association under study – as long as the dependency relation persists dur-
ing intervention on the values of these variables (i.e. changing them to non-actual val-
ues) they can be excluded from a causal explanation. The dependency relation be-
tween two variables holds in some specific causal situations or settings brought about 
by an intervention, while in others it does not. In this sense, proving Woodwardian 
counterfactual invariance offers crucial information for model building in observa-
tional data analysis24.       
 Of course, proving weak invariance among variables in observational snapshot da-
ta sets necessitates additional experimental approaches to tease apart different causal 
models and to disentangle plastic from heritable epigenetic variation: 
                                                     
22 In plants epigenetic variation can be induced by environmental stresses, including herbivory damage. 
This variation is not necessarily heritable. 
23 The need to seek for auxiliary causal evidence supplied by ‘invariance knowledge’ has been discussed in 
other observational research fields as well, e.g., in epidemiology (Lilienfeld and Lilienfeld 1980, chap-
ter 12). 
24 In addition, this procedure helps to minimize the total effect of the negligible causal background on the 
relevant variables – a crucial method to estimate the influence of causally relevant variables (included 
in the model) on the causal association under study. In the case of Herrera and Bazaga 2011, after 
performing this interventionist strategy, only 9% of multilocus epigenetic variation could be ex-
plained by herbivory-related genetic variation. From this finding, they derived the final superficial 
causal explanation, that some values of the epigenetic variation variable (likely) are related to her-
bivory independent of genetic variation. Thus genetic variation would not be a common cause of the 
association while entailing this special sort of epigenetic variation.     
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A comprehensive research programme in ecological epigenetics must include molecular studies 
and controlled experiments, but also field studies that test whether epigenetic patterns in natural 
populations are consistent with theoretical predictions and the results of more controlled, but less 
realistic, experiments. (Bossdorf and Zhang 2011, 1573)  
Such a program can be developed on the basis of the interventionist account, acting 
here as a “rationale underpinning causal reasoning” (Russo 2012, 131): Understanding 
causation and causal explanation as being closely linked to the notions of invariance 
under intervention and to counterfactual reasoning, like Vastenshouw et al. (2006) and 
Herrera and Bazaga (2011) do, helps to unify different methods in experimental and 
observational studies and to develop reciprocal transparent models in ecological epi-
genetics and molecular biology. 
 A consistent interventionism-based research strategy especially makes sense, refer-
ring to ‘context information’-condition (iii) above, if we have little information about 
the observed system (and its underlying mechanisms) before building causal models 
and if a unification of methods makes sense (i.e. if we are able to link observational 
studies to a thriving field of research that heavily relies on manipulation). Both are the 
case in epigenetics: Here causal modeling in the young subdiscipline of ecological epi-
genetics has major advantages in being connectable to reliable causal explanations 
coming from experimental studies to secure understanding of complex correlational 
patterns in the field25.  
 Even when the derived causal model shows a certain fuzziness, as in the case of 
structural equation modeling above, following manipulative experiments can buck up 
smoothly and compensate this handicap by continuing to uncover the correct causal 
relationship. Thinking about interventions and counterfactual situations in order to 
test for invariance in observational studies directly leads to a particular experimental 
design in additional controlled experiments. It is this property that lies at the center of 
the idea to specify test-criteria or strategies for reciprocal transparent studies. Here are 
some of these heuristic research strategies relevant for epigenetics26:  
(a) Synchronizing lab experiments, field studies and natural experiments: W-questions, 
like “What would happen if the plants did not live on rocks?“, asked in 
observational studies to create counterfactual statistical populations, can 
act as starting points to design connectable hybrid lab-field studies or 
common environment studies (e.g., greenhouse studies with fixed envi-
ronmental variables). These investigations can also perform the test for 
invariance under intervention, although by using different manipulation 
                                                     
25 Condition (iii), justifying the reasonableness of interventionist reasoning in observational contexts, is 
also compiled by the observational study on the association between smoking and lung cancer (Corn-
field et al. 1959), discussed by Woodward. As Woodward correctly describes, despite epidemiological 
evidence on the stability of this association, “[a] similar stable association is found among laboratory 
animals exposed to tobacco smoke”  (Woodward 2003, 312). Initially limited knowledge of underly-
ing biochemical mechanisms could thus be compensated by a unifying explanatory approach (under-
lying statistical and physical manipulation techniques) to secure cumulative evidence. 
26 This list does not present an exhaustive catalog of methodological guidelines. It should rather provide 
the reader insight into the heuristic spectrum of interventionist reasoning (in epigenetics).   
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tools. In addition, methodological constraints in manipulative common 
environment approaches can have reflexive influence on natural environ-
ment studies, especially on considerations which natural population or 
which ecosystem to choose. Is it, for example, possible to preserve rele-
vant real-world values of inducing environmental variables of a given eco-
system in a certain common environment approach?    
(b) Generating transferable information: Natural snapshot experiments ‘counterfac-
tual population modeling’ likely leads to fuzzy causal models and new un-
answered w-questions. But at this point following experiments or hybrid lab-
field studies can take over by proceeding observational information about 
which parameter combinations have to be held fixed and which have to 
be wiggled. Thus the interventionist rationale leads to heuristics for fur-
ther model specification and testing27. 
(c) Choosing (non-)model organisms: The interventionist rationale helps to choose 
suitable model or non-model organisms, e.g., it denies choosing very long-
lived organisms (like Herrera and Bazaga 2011 did) where testing invari-
ance under physical manipulation may not be feasible. 
Although there are other accounts on the market trying to address the topic of con-
necting observational and experimental epigenetic research28, I claim that picking an 
interventionist explanatory strategy (based on the notion of invariance under interven-
tion and on counterfactual reasoning) and manipulative methodologies is a pretty 
good choice, because it enables scientists to establish transdisciplinary, reciprocal 
transparent research with greater simplicity – an issue which is crucial for this quite 
young field to benefit from causal knowledge coming from lab experiments.  
5. Conclusion  
Biology, if done in the lab, is manipulationists’ business. As recent experimental work 
on epigenetic inheritance phenomena clearly indicates, the interventionist account elu-
cidates the way how epigeneticists in molecular biology think about causation and 
causal explanation. Based on this explanatory framework, experimental epigenetics has 
developed a comprehensive methodological framework that rests upon manipulation 
                                                     
27 In the case discussed above, the final model yields the new counterfactual “[i]f the methylation states of 
at least some of the MSAP markers [indicating multilocus epigenetic variation] associated with the re-
sistance of V. cazorlensis to mammal herbivory were heritable, then the association between epigeno-
type and herbivory would translate into herbivore-driven selection on epigenotypes” (Herrera and 
Bazaga 2011, 1685; emphasis in original). In addition, new w-questions like “What would happen if all 
environmentally labile epigenetic variation would be controlled?” instantly arise. This special question 
could be answered by a Vastenhouw et al. (2006)-like removal experiment that fixes the herbivory 
damage variable inducing epigenetic change at value {no herbivory damage} after generation F0 (e.g., 
by using fences in a field experiment).   
28 For example, see Tal et al. 2010. This rather non-interventionist account on epigenetic contribution to 
covariance between relatives considers trajectory information about the number of opportunities for 
epigenetic reset between generations and assumptions about environmental induction to determine 
heritable epigenetic variance and epigenetic transmissibility. 
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of inducing environmental variables and multifactorial experimentation (especially to 
control off-path variables on different levels). However, epigeneticists’ interventionist 
causal claims holding solely under conditions that could be brought about in a living 
system by means of physical manipulation conflict with the interest of biologists to 
explain causal relationships in naturally operating systems. This contradiction is en-
hanced by the fact that epigenetics often deals with phenomena which are difficult to 
study without manipulation, because we cannot distinguish between natural (transgen-
erational) phenotypic effects brought about by genetic, epigenetic or environmental 
causes.  
 To escape this conflict between emphasizing manipulation and explaining natural 
associations, expanding research efforts into ecologically relevant circumstances have 
to be made. In addition, this step is essential to estimate the impact of the epigeneti-
cists’ Lamarckian framework on neo-Darwinism. I have argued that these efforts in 
ecological epigenetics go along with the crucial challenge to articulate reliable criteria 
and research strategies to interrelate molecular biologists’ causal models with statistical 
models on observational data.  
 As the discussed epigenetic natural experiment shows, proving counterfactual de-
pendencies among variables offers crucial causal knowledge for model building and 
modification in observational data analysis. These interventionist explanations can act 
as a rationale guiding further causal reasoning to unify methods from different fields 
of research. It is important to mention that arguing for this heuristic value of invariant 
generalizations does not imply claiming that the test for invariance under intervention 
fully captures what epigeneticists regard as explanatory, neither in experimental nor in 
observational contexts. But these explanations are sufficient to establish transdiscipli-
nary communication on causal relationships to infer causal claims. In this sense, 
demonstrating Woodwardian systematic dependence qualifies as a minimal (explanato-
ry) consensus. Even with no mechanistic explanation yet available, preceding interven-
tionist explanation provides a crucial heuristic tool to coordinate further research ef-
forts across disciplinary boundaries on (the mechanisms of) the phenomena under 
study.  
 This tool can take full effect if we have little knowledge about the underlying phys-
ico-chemical structure and repeated model specification is necessary. Such an inter-
ventionism-based heuristic research strategy enables ecological epigeneticists to point 
to an appropriate experimental design of additional manipulative experiments even if 
causal explanation in observational studies is rather fuzzy or superficial. Thus the ‘in-
terventionist rationale’ helps to bridge the explanatory and methodological gap be-
tween molecular and evolutionary epigenetics.  
 Finally it should be stressed that this special ‘translating capacity’ of intervention-
ism is not necessarily limited to biological research: Although physical manipulations 
are not day-to-day business in the social sciences, observational studies on social phe-
nomena can intensify using this heuristic tool to bring causal modeling into agreement 
with experimental social sciences’ methodologies.  
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